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Vulnerabilities & Malware 
 

MS-ISAC iOS Advisory TLP: WHITE 
MS-ISAC released an advisory on September 1st regarding iOS versions prior to iOS 12.5.6. This update fixed a 

vulnerability (CVE-2022-32893) which allowed for processing of maliciously crafted web content, which could lead to 

arbitrary code execution. This vulnerability was rated as high-risk to large and medium government entities and 

businesses by MS-ISAC. 

https://learn.cisecurity.org/webmail/799323/442091455/bf0075bb535da5b5eb1149bba56eb1289c6ac131ec1fa 4576d1c41785f163

77d 

MS-ISAC Google Chrome Advisory TLP: WHITE 
MS-ISAC released an advisory on September 3rd regarding Chrome versions prior to 105.0.5195.102 (Windows, Mac, 

Linux). This update fixes CVE-2022-3075, a high-risk authentication bypass vulnerability that shipped with the browsers 

latest update in August. This vulnerability marks the 6th zero-day vulnerability Google has found this year. 

https://learn.cisecurity.org/webmail/799323/442908079/bf0075bb535da5b5eb1149bba56eb1289c6ac131ec1fa4576d1c41785f163

77d  

 

Cybersecurity 
 

CISA, FBI, and MS-ISAC Joint Advisory Vice Society Targeting Education Sector 
CISA, FBI, and MS-ISAC wrote a joint advisory on Vice Society Ransomware group. Vice Society is “an intrusion, 

exfiltration, and extortion hacking group” that first appeared in summer 2021. They do not use a ransomware variant of 

unique origin, instead they have deployed versions of Hello Kitty/Five Hands, and Zeppelin Ransomware. They likely 

obtain initial network access through compromised credentials exploiting internet facing applications. Vice Society has 

also been observed using SystemBC, PowerShell Empire, and Cobalt Strike to move laterally. The actors spend time 

exploring networks with the end goal of double extortion attacks on exfiltrated data. Some mitigation techniques in the 

advisory would be maintaining offline backups (immutable if possible), review security posture of vendors, document 

and monitor external remote connections, implement whitelist policies for applications and remote connections to only 

execute known and permitted programs, and finally to implement a recovery plan. The full advisory contains IOCs, TTPs, 

and many other Mitigations for those in the Education sector. https://www.cisa.gov/uscert/ncas/alerts/aa22-249a  

 

US Data Privacy Bill Aims to Give More Control Over Information Collected About You 
The American Data and Privacy Protection Act (ADPPA) aims to crack down on loose data protection regulations within 

the U.S. limiting certain types of personal information that major companies may collect. This bill moved out of the 

House with bipartisan support (53-2) starting a push towards federal data privacy law. ADPPA applies to “covered” 
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entities which are defined as any entity collecting, processing, or transferring covered data (excluding government 

entities). Covered data is defined as “any information or device that identifies or can be reasonably linked to a person.” 
This is extended to biometric data, genetic data, and geolocation information. While this article can be considered 

political in nature, this article details an important piece of legislation for those in tech to keep an eye on. 

https://gcn.com/cybersecurity/2022/08/new-us-data-privacy-bill-aims-give-you-more-control-over-information-collected-about-

you-and-make-businesses-change-how-they-handle-data/376247/ 

 

3 Critical Steps for Reducing Cloud Risk 
Two managing directors at Dark Reading put out an article covering 3 critical steps for reducing cloud risk. The first point 

they cover is establishing situational awareness and the importance of measuring and establishing an inventory as a 

starting point. The second step is minimizing mistakes, in the context of slowing down, and not rushing to deploy cloud 

solutions. Careful considerations can only be met when there is enough time to vet third party vendors, train in house 

staff, and assess how implementations can expand potential attack surfaces. The last step in the article covers building a 

continuous process that insert controls into the development and deployment process to leverage automations so that 

the interference with the creative process is kept to a minimum. 

https://www.darkreading.com/cloud/3-critical-steps-for-reducing-cloud-risk?&web_view=true  

 

Cyber Attacks, Breaches & Leaks 
UNCLASSIFIED  

Samsung Cybersecurity Incident 
 Samsung released a statement on September 2nd regarding a “Cybersecurity Incident that affected some customer 

information.” That statement details that an unauthorized third party acquired some information from Samsung’s U.S. 

systems in late July 2022. Samsung determined on August 4th that personal information of certain customers was 

affected. Samsung claims to have taken actions to secure the affected systems by “engaging a leading outside 

cybersecurity firm” and “coordinating with law enforcement.” Samsung stated the information affected includes names, 

contact and demographic information, dates of birth, and product registration information. Additionally, they stated 

that social security numbers, credit card numbers, and debit card numbers were not impacted by this incident. 

https://www.samsung.com/us/support/securityresponsecenter/  

IRS “Inadvertently” Published 120,000 Taxpayers’ Confidential Info on Its Website 
The IRS inadvertently published names, contact information, and financial information about IRA income which 

reportedly came from Form 990-T, according to the Wall Street Journal. The exposed data did not include full income 

information, SSNs, detailed financial account data, or other information that could impact a taxpayer’s credit. The 

information was uploaded due to a human coding error that occurred last year when the form began to be electronically 

filed. The IRS plans to contact all those affected. https://news.yahoo.com/irs-inadvertently-publishes-120-000-

234841222.html?&web_view=true  

 

Ransomware 
 

Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) Hit by Ransomware 
The second largest school district in the U.S disclosed that a ransomware attack hit its IT systems over the weekend. 

Through an official statement on their website, LAUSD stated they are working with the White House, Department of 

Education, FBI, and CISA to provide aid and incident response in their disruption. They also stated, “Based on a 

preliminary analysis of critical business systems, employee healthcare and payroll are not impacted, nor has the cyber 

incident impacted safety and emergency mechanisms in place at schools.” 
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/second-largest-us-school-district-lausd-hit-by-ransomware/?&web_view=true 
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New Agenda Ransomware Targets Education and Healthcare Sectors 
A new ransomware variant written in the Go programming language, has been discovered targeting education firms in 

Asia and Africa. Similar to Black Basta, Black Matter, and REvil; Agenda uses the same payment sites and implementation 

for user verification on a Tor site, and share the same command for changing Windows passwords and rebooting in safe 

mode. So far, all instnaces have been aimed at Windows based systems. https://cyware.com/news/new-agenda-

ransomware-targets-education-and-healthcare-sectors-dd2592ee  

 

 

If You See Something, Say Something 
 

The three Missouri Fusion Centers: the St. Louis Fusion Center, the Missouri Information Analysis Center, and the Kansas 

City Regional Fusion Center has teamed up with the Missouri Office of Homeland Security and P3 to create a Suspicious 

Cyber Activity Reporting Tool. 

 

The Suspicious Cyber Activity Reporting Tool is accessible on the SafeNation App or go to 

 https://www.p3tips.com/TipForm.aspx?ID=2600&TemplateID=129 

 

 


